A Clifford system for a group G is a ring R such that for additive subgroups R,, CJ E G. satisfying R,R, = R,, for all u, r E G. In [ 17 ] such a ring R is called an almost strongly graded ring of type G because it may be viewed as a direct generalization of a strongly graded ring or a generalized crossed product (in which case R = @,rc(; R, is assumed) or of the more common notion of a crossed product of R and G. Some properties of Clifford systems are strikingly similar to properties of normalizing extensions. Actually. using semigroups instead of groups. one can easily define a semigroup Clifford system in such a way that it becomes a common generalization of normalizing extensions. strongly graded rings. crossed products and (skew) groups rings. However this is not the aim of this note. Here we only presents some (new) properties of Clifford systems and strongly graded rings, e.g., Maschke's theorem etc... . If e is the neutral element of G, then the Picard group of R,,. Pic(R,), plays a fundamental part in our results. Exactly the fact that we allow non-trivial elements of Pic(R,,) to enter the picture enables us to derive certain results without extra assumptions on R,.
INTRODUCTION
A Clifford system for a group G is a ring R such that for additive subgroups R,, CJ E G. satisfying R,R, = R,, for all u, r E G. In [ 17 ] such a ring R is called an almost strongly graded ring of type G because it may be viewed as a direct generalization of a strongly graded ring or a generalized crossed product (in which case R = @,rc(; R, is assumed) or of the more common notion of a crossed product of R and G. Some properties of Clifford systems are strikingly similar to properties of normalizing extensions. Actually. using semigroups instead of groups. one can easily define a semigroup Clifford system in such a way that it becomes a common generalization of normalizing extensions. strongly graded rings. crossed products and (skew) groups rings. However this is not the aim of this note. Here we only presents some (new) properties of Clifford systems and strongly graded rings, e.g., Maschke's theorem etc... . If e is the neutral element of G, then the Picard group of R,,. Pic(R,), plays a fundamental part in our results. Exactly the fact that we allow non-trivial elements of Pic(R,,) to enter the picture enables us to derive certain results without extra assumptions on R,.
We have included some examples of possible applications, in particular to Azumaya algebras and the Brauer group of a ring. The methods used stem from the theory of normalizing extensions 14, 5 ] fixed rings for finite group actions, cf. S. Montgomery ] 141, and graded ring theory. cf. [ 17 ] . We also refer to E. Dade's basic papers 16, 7 ] .
PRELIMINARIES
Consider a Clifford system R = C,,, R, as defined in the Introduction. The property R,R,-, = R, for each u E G, entails that each R,, u E G is an invertible R,-bimodule, i.e., R, E Pic(R,). In the strongly graded case, R = @,,EG Rc, it follows that R is a flat left (and right) R,-module.
Unless otherwise stated G will always be a finite group throughout this note.
If ME R-mod and N is an R,-submodule of M then we define N" = (-) R<,N i.e., N* is the largest R-submodule of M contained in N. We r'ecall the following results, full detail and proofs may be found in [ 17 1. We summarize further results stemming form 117 ) in:
1.2. PROPOSITION. Consider a Cltfford system R for aJnite group G and a left R-module M.
(1) Tf R has finite Goldie dimension, then R,, has finite Goldie dimension too.
(2) If M is left Noetherian, then M is also a left Noetherian R<,-module by restriction of scalars. over PHI R, and such that Pn R, = n,,,,, Q", where for each oEG,QO=R,p,QR,.
Proof
Cf. [ 17 1. This proof owes much of its ideas to a similar statement concerning normalizing extensions.
1.4. COROLLARY. Zf rad(-) denotes the prime radical. then rad(R,) = rad(R) n R,.
If R is a strongly graded ring of type G, then the categories R,-mod and R-gr (the category of graded left R-modules and graded left R-linear maps of degree zero) are equivalent. A result like this cannot hold when R is merely a Clifford system. Indeed, the module Clifford systems i.e., the left R-modules
for additive subgroups M, of M satisfying R,M, = M,, for every a. r E G. do not form an abelian category. Nevertheless, we do have M = RM,, and M, = ROM, for every a E G.
MASCHKE'S THEOREM AND RELATED RESULTS
Throughout this section R is a Clifford system for the finite group G (and as usual all rings are associative, with unit).
2.1. LEMMA. Consider left R-modules M and N. Let N, be a left R,,-submodule of N and suppose there is given an RJinear map f : M + N, .
There exists an R-linear map$ M + RN, associated to f in a well-described way.
Proof: For every a E G, R,R,-, = R, holds, so we may fix for each a E G a decomposition of 1; yc cr ,?I
We are now able to prove the "essential version" of Maschke's theorem for Clifford systems.
THEOREM.
Let R be a Cltfford system for the finite group G. Suppose that V, WE R-mod are such that W is a direct summand of V in R,-mod.
(1) There exists a left R-submodule U of V such that V @ U is a left essential R,-submodule of V.
(2) Suppose R has no 1 GI-torsion and suppose moreover that V = j G / V i.e., multiplication by 1 G 1 defines an isomorphism in V, then there exists a left R-submodule U of V such that V = W @ U.
Proof: (1) Consider W' E R,-mod such that V = W@ W'. Since W is a left R-module, R, W= W for all u E G and thus it is evident that (W@ W')* = W@ (W')*. By Proposition 1.1.1. it follows that W@ (W')* is an essential left R,-submodule of I'. So 1. follows from the fact that (IV')* is a left R-module. (2) The decompositions of 1 E R fixed in the proof of Lemma 2.1 are not unique. Therefore Tar maps derived from it cannot be considered to be canonical maps.
2.4. COROLLARIES. (1) In the situation of Theorem 2.2.1. it is obvious that there is a left R-submodule U, of V such that W @ U, is an essential left R-submodule of V.
(2) If R and V are as in the theorem and L is a left R-submodule of V, then L is essential as a left R-submodule tf and only> ifit is essential as a left R,-submodule.
(3) Assume that IGI -' E R. If V is semisimple in R,-mod, then V is semisimple in R-mod. Consequently: if R, is a semisimple Artinian ring then R is also a semisimple Artinian ring. allow one to define a ring structure on the R,-bimodule Olrt(; R,. With this structure OrJEG R, becomes a strongly graded ring, R' say, such that the canonical map p: R' + R. given by is a surjective ring morphism. Moreover (Ker(cp))* = 0 in R' since q( R, = l,,, for every CJ E G. In our situation we have reached the situation:
It follows that and in R,-mod. The second part of the proposition follows in a similar way; actually it may also be derived from the strongly graded case i.e.. by considering M as a simple left R/-module (but taking into account that R,,-isomorphisms appear which can be modified, using Lemma 2.1, to R-linear epimorphisms which need however not be injective!): 1 2.6. COROLLARIES.
(1) Assume 1 Cl ~' E R. Then, M is a finitel?) generated left semisimple R-module if and only ifit is a finitely generated left semisimple R,-module.
(2) IfP is a primitive ideal of R, then Pn R, is a finite intersection of primitive ideals of R,. (2) If we put (R/P), = R, f P/P for all u E G, then R/P becomes a Clifford system for G. A faithful left simple R/P-module M will then be a faithful finitely generated semisimple left RJP n R,-module. Consequently P n R, is a finite intersection of primitive ideals of R,, .
(3) Obvious from 2. and Proposition 2.5. 1
For every u E G we obtain: R, ,J(R,) R, =J(R,,) i.e., J(R,) is Ginvariant, or RJ(R,) is an ideal of R, which is contained in J(R) because of Corollary 2.4.3. In the strongly graded case we obtain the following strengthtening of some results in I17 (. 2.7. THEOREM. Let R be a strongly graded ring of type G such that 1 GI ' E R. then J(R) = RJ(R,,), J(R,) = R, nJ(R). Therefore we obtain that ROj,x,, EJ(R,) hence x,, E R,,,J(R,) for all j = l...., n. Finally x = -)I~,, + . . . + .r,,,,'E RJ(R<,) so RJ(R,) = J(R) follo,ws. 1 2.8. Remark. This proof is a modification of Passman's proof given for crossed products in 121, Theorem 7.1 1. The remark following Theorem 7.1 121 1 states that the relation between R,-modules and R-modules used in that proof is part of a general Clifford theory! Here we have showed that the result itself is part of a general Clifford (strongly graded though!) theory.
We conclude this section by a result related to the Brown-McCoy radical but we did not go deeper into the problems concerning this ra.dical.
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let R be a C@ord system for a finite group G. Let R be a maximal ideal of R, then B n R, is a finite intersection of maximal ideals of R, .
Proof
For any R,-bimodule K in R define:
The above R,-bimodules are maximal R,-subbimodules of R if and only if K is a maximal R,-subbimodule of R. Moreover, in that case K n R,, is a maximal ideal of R, (if NqKnR,, consider NfK.) put: I= no,reC R, K R,. If Q is a maximal ideal of R, then Q is contained in some maximal R,-subbimodule K of R, and therefore f2 3 I (as defined before). Since R,IR,= n R;,<,KR.,=I 0. T E G for each y, 6 E G, it follows that I is an ideal of R and R 3 1~ K $ R.
Maximality of 0 entails R = I and then it is clear that 0 n R, is a finite intersection of maximal ideals, i.e. R n R, = nc,.,,,(R,KRT n R,,). 1 2.10. Remark. The method of the above proof goes back to normalizing extensions. At this point let us point out that the bimodule form of Maschke's theorem (as given by Montgomery in 114, Chapt. VII] and some of its consequences also hold for Clifford systems of finite groups. Verification of this claim is an easy exercise, probably only worthwhile if one is interested in, say, the Picard group of a Clifford system or other bimodule-constructions of the sort.
SOME APPLICATIONS
As a residue of the construction of 7 in Section 2 we have the following result.
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let R be a Clifford system for the finite group G such that 1 G / ' E R-mod and consider M E R-mod. This proves surjectivity of (p. n 3.2. COROLLARY. Let R be strongly graded by G and assume that IGl--lER.
(1) R " Hom,,(R, R,) in R,-mod.
(2) rf R, is left self injective, then so is R.
ProojI (1) Since R is an R,-bimodule, the statement follows immediately from the proposition. Put g=lGl(f')-as constructed in Lemma 2.1. One easily checks, by construction of (f ') -that g extends f to M. 1 3.3. Remark. Corollary 3.2.1 has some importance with respect to a theory of reflexive modules over maximal orders over Krull domains, but this is not in the scope of this note.
As a second application of the techniques of Section 2 we study the problem: if R, is a simple ring, when is R is a simple ring? In the following theorem G is an arbitrary group, i.e., not necessarily finite.
3.4. THEOREM. Let R be a strongly graded ring of type G such that the morphism G + Pic(R,), defined by o t--1 1 R, 1, is injective. If R,, is a simple ring, then R is a simple ring.
Proof: Since R is strongly graded, we may talk about the length of a homogeneous decomposition, i.e., the number of nonzero homogeneous components appearing in a decomposition of an element of R. Suppose I is a nonzero ideal of R and pick an x # 0 in Z having a decomposition of minimal length among decompositions of elements of I. Up to multiplying by some element of some RT, 7 E G, we may assume that X, # 0. Since R, is simple, we may write with Ai, pi E R,. So up to replacing x by the element JY'y=, lixpi E I we may assume that x, = 1 (note that the length of 1" , lixpi equals the length of x!).
If x = x, = I, there is nothing to prove, so assume x # 1, i.e., some x, # 0 for some r # e in G. For every YE R, we obtain rx -XT E I and the length of YX -xr is less than the length of x; therefore rx ~ xr = 0 for all r E R,. The fact that R is strongly graded then entails: x,r -rx, = 0 for all r E R,,. Consider R, I x, = J.
Since x, commutes with R,,, J is an ideal of R, and as R, , x, # 0 (otherwise R,R,-,x, = 0 i.e. x, = 0) we obtain R, !x, = R,,.
Consequently, there exists a J', , E R, , such that ~1, ,x, = 1 in a symmetrical way: x,R, , = R, yields x,z, , = 1 for some z, , E RT , and it is clear that zT , =JJ-, or x,~, , =y, ,I, = 1.
From ~1, !RT c R,, R, = R,,x, follows. However the latter states that RT and R, define the same element of Pic(R,,), contradicting the assumption on the morphism G + Pic(R,).
COROLLARY.
The theorem still holds if R is only a Cliffora' system for G. Indeed, the assumptions on R and G will imply that R' = @ocG R, (the strongly graded ring as in Proposition 2.5) is a simple ring; but since R is an epimorphic image of R', it follows that R' = R is simple and thus R is automatically strongly graded! 3.6. COROLLARY.
Suppose that R is strongly graded by, G such that Pic(R,) = Aut(R,)/Inn(R,,). If G is outer, then R is simple if and only R,, is simple.
3.7. Remark. Corollary 3.6 is an extension of a similar property holding in the theory of fixed rings for finite group actions, cf. [ 14 1, in which case G is supposed to act by outer automorphisms. This condition is here. for arbitrary G, translated into the injectivity of G + Pic(R,,) associated to the strongly graded structure of R. In case G + Pic(R,) is not injective, Rees ring constructions in the sense of 110, 17, 22 1, may be used to extend R to a nice ringe S such that the associated map G + Pic(S,) becomes injective. Then some information obtained on S may be pulled back to R by standard graded techniques. We omit these details here.
Let u: Pic(A.)+ Aut(Z(A,)) be the canonical map, where A, is any ring, Z(A,) being the center of A,. If A is a Clifford system for G, then we have a composed morphism /?: G--t Pic(A,) + Aut(Z(A,)), i.e., an action of G on Z(A,). We say that G is quasi-inner if /? is the zero map i.e.. if G acts trivially on Z(A,). Now, its is well known that the group ring RG of a finite group G with 1 Gl~ ' E R over a commutative ring R is an R-separable algebra. Our next result is an interesting generalization of this fact. So by the first part of the proof, A' is an Azumaya algebra hense so is the epimorphic image A. 1 3.9. COROLLARY (of the proof). Let A be strongly graded by a jkite quasi-inner group G such that 1 G ( ' E A. Then A is Z(A,)-separable f and only if A, is an Azumaya algebra.
Proof
We only have to verify that A, is an Azumaya algebra if A is Z(A,)-separable, the other implication being implicit in the foregoing proof. So we know that A is a projective left A 6JZo4,,, A'-module, hence that A, is a projective left S = (A @Z(,j.) A"),-module.
Since S is strongly graded by G, S is a projective left S,-module, and by transitivity of projective modules it follows that A, is a projective left S,,-module, as desired. I 3.10. Remark. If A is only an Azumaya algebra in the situation of Corollary 3.9, then it is not clear that A, is an Azumaya algebra. This is certainly the case in each of the following situations:
(a) C is strongly graded by G.
(b) C is separable over Z(A,).
(c) Z(Z,) is a field.
In (a) if C is only graded by G, then C is generated over Z(A,) by homogeneous elements and each homogeneous z E C,, has the property ~"(1 E Z(A,) where n, is the order of u in G (hence n, ' E A!). This need not yet imply that S is separable over Z(A,) although it will be the case if Z(A,) is a field. Verification of our claim in each of cases (at(c) is easy and left to the reader.
The final result extends the Skolem-Noether theorem and the crossed product theorem deriving from it. Even though the result has its main applications in the case of Azumaya algebras and reflexive Azumaya algebras in the sense of 125, 231, we do present its most general form here in terms of relative Azumaya algebras in the sense of 123 ]. This makes it necessary to recall some definitions, we refer to [ 23 ] for an extensive account of the general theory of relative Brauergroups.
Let R be a commutative associate ring with unit. and let I/(K) be a (Gabriel) filter of ideals of R. An R-module M is K-torsion free if Im = 0 with I E y'(K). m E M, implies m = 0; we say that M is K-torsion if for all m E M there is an I E Y (K) such that Im = 0. For ME R-mod, then C(K) c X(K). Every focalization R, of R at p E X(K) is a localization of R,, for some q E (T(K) (at the prime ideal p,R, of R4). Any R-module M such that M = Q,(M) is said to be K-closed. We say that ME R-mod is K-finitely generated if there exists an R-submodule M' c M which is finitely generated and such that M/M' is K-torsion. We say that ME R-mod is K-finitely presented if there is an Rmodule M' which is finitely presented and such that there is an R-linear U: M' + M with Ker(u), Coker(u) being K-torsion modules. We recall the following characterization of K-Azumaya algebras given in 123 1.
3.11. LEMMA. Let R be K-closed and let A be a K-closed R-algebra which is K-Jnitely presented as an R-module. Then A is a rc-Azumaya algebra if and only ifA,> is an Azumaya algebra over R,, for every p E 'L'(K) (hence.for el'erjl p E X(K) too). where A, is an Azumaya algebra over the local ring R,, and containing a Galois extension S, over R, with Galois group G as a maximal commutative subring. Since R,, and S, have trivial Picard group, it follows that A,, is a crossed product: Now, for every u, t E G we have that A(,, f? A,,, is K-closed, whereas on the other hand this R-module localizes to zero at each p E 'R(K) because Therefore A,,, f? A,,, = 0 for every u, r, u # t, in G. Next we consider B = OotFA,o, CA again this is a K-closed R-module. At each p E V'(K), B, = A,, so it follows that A/B is a K-torsion R-module and this would contradict the fact that B is K-closed unless B = A. Finally A,,, AtT, c A(,,, and both localize to (A(,,,), at each p E V(K). This means that A,C,T,/A,,, A,,, is a K-torsion R-module or that the latter equality following from the fact that AcCrr, is K-closed. Combining the results established proves that A is K-strongly graded over S = A, by putting A, = A(,, for u E G. 1 3.15. Special Case: The Absolute Case. If 2'(~) is trivial in Theorem 3.14, then the result states that every Azumaya algebra containing a Galois extension S of its center R with Galois group G as a maximal commutative subring can be viewed as a strongly graded ring of type G with A, = S. In this way we recover results of Kanzaki, cf. [9] . Let us recall how strongly graded rings of the type described above relate to H2(G, U(S)), cf. [ (A,) gives rise to a morphism G + Pic(A,) --f Aut(Z(A.)), and this defines an action of G on U (Z(A,) ).
In the case we are studying here this action corresponds with the Galois action of G on U(S). The family { g,,,, 0, r E G} forms a factor set with respect to @ (definition of factor set, cf. [ 17, p. 231) . If If,,,, 0, r E! G} and 1 go., 3 u, r E G} are two factor sets associated to the same @: G + Pic(A,), then the q,,, = g,,, 0 f ,t 3 for all o, r E G, define A,-bimodule automorphisms of and then q,., is just multiplication by some S,,, E U(Z(A,)). The map S: G x G --$ U(Z(A,)) = U(S) defines a 2-cocyle and A corresponds up to graded isomorphisms over S to an element of H*(G, U(S)) once @ has been fixed. The explicit structure of an Azumaya algebra representing an a E Br(S/R) in terms of 0: G --$ Pit(S) and some SC H'(S/R, U) entails exactness of the following sequence: So we have obtained a rather "direct" proof of this sequence (for a somewhat different treatment of this material we refer to Kanzaki ]9 1).
3.16. Special Case: The Divisorial Case. Now K = inf,,E,, ',K, K,, or J(K) is the filter of ideals not contained in a height one prime ideal of R.
We assume that R is a Krull domain (i.e., K-closed) or in other words R = (-)(R,,,pE X'(R)} and each R, is a discrete valuation ring. Now Theorem 3.14 states that each reflexive Azumaya algebra. i.e., a representative of an element of the reflexive Brauer group P(R) as introduced in [ 25 ] . containing a reflexive Galois extension S of R with Galois group G is a divisorially graded ring in the sense of ] 10. 17 ] (see Example 3.13.2). In [ 15 ] it was shown that divisorially graded rings A relate in a similar way to H'(G. U(Z(A.))), i.e., H'(G, U(S)) m our case. but Pic(S, K) replaces Pit(S) everywhere. Now Pic(R, K) = Cl(R), the class group of R. The explicit structure of a reflexive Azumaya algebra representing an c1 E /l(S/R) in terms of @: G + Pic(S, K) and some SE H'(S/R, U) entails exactness of the following sequence (recovering a result of [ 2.51):
H'(G, Pic(S, K)) + H'(G, U(S)) + P(S/R) + H'(G, Pic(S, K)) 3.17. COROLLARIES.
In the absolute case (3.15) one maq' exploite further the relation between S and A in case 1 G1. ' E A. For example: if S is left self-injective, then so is A, cf. Corollary 3.2.2; J(A) =AJ(S) and J(S) = J(A) n S, cf. Theorem 2.7; and some other consequences of Maschke's theorem or its bimodule version; if ME A-mod, then K dim,, M = K dim, M if either side exists and similarly for Gabriel dimension. The latter corollaries for one-sided (left) A-modules were new to me but it is possible that they are known in the folklore somewhere.
